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Abstract.
In this paper it is shown that the set of invariant operator ranges that
induce completely bounded homomorphisms is a sublattice of Lat^ 21, when
2t is any norm closed algebra of operators on a Hubert space. A characterization
of this sublattice is given, and several concrete examples are discussed.

1. Introduction
The most famous question in the theory of operator ranges is Dixmier's. If
H is a Hubert space, 21 is a unital C* -algebra of operators on H, and T is an
operator on H whose range is invariant under every operator in 21, Dixmier's
question asks if there exists an operator B in the commutant of 21 with the
same range as that of T. An affirmative answer is known to be true for a large
class of C*-algebras (see [6], [18]), but the general case is still unresolved. In [6]
Foias proves that given an operator T whose range is invariant under an algebra
of operators 21, there exists a homomorphism Or that maps 21 into 5(H)
(the algebra of operators on H), and satisfies AT = TQ>TiA) for all A G 21.
Furthermore, this homomorphism is bounded whenever 21 is norm closed. In
case 21 is a C*-algebra, Foias proves in the same paper that if <J>ris similar to a
♦-homomorphism, then there exists an operator B G 2l' (the commutant of 21)
with the same range as that of T. In [7] Haagerup proves that a homomorphism
of a unital C* -algebra into B(H) is similar to a ^-homomorphism if and only if
it is completely bounded. These two results together say that Dixmier's question
has an affirmative answer if and only if invariant ranges of unital C* -algebras
always induce completely bounded homomorphisms. If Lat,,22l denotes the
lattice of invariant operator ranges of 21 (with intersection and linear span as
lattice operations), we see from the comments above that

{BU\B g 2t'} = {LH G Lat1/22l|Or completely bounded}.
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Suppose now that 21 is the algebra of analytic Toeplitz operators. In [6]
Foias. proves that {BH\B G 21} is not a lattice (it fails to be closed under linear
span); thus the analog of Dixmier's question (is every element of Lat, ,221 the

range of some operator in 2t' = 21) is easily answered in the negative. In [17]
Roy proves that for this algebra

£œ = {LH(oo)|r G 5(H(oo) ,H) ;AT = TA{oo)for all A G 21}
is a sublattice of Lat, ,221 and conjectures that it is all of Lat1/2 21. Combining
results from [11] and [14] it is immediately deduced that

£0O= {rHe

Lat1/2 2l|<Drcompletely bounded}.

Thus, Roy's conjecture is that every element of Lat,,221 induces a completely
bounded homomorphism, when 21 is the algebra of analytic Toeplitz operators.
In this paper we prove that if 21 is an arbitrary unital norm closed algebra
of operators on a Hubert space H, then the subset of Lat1/22l consisting of
the invariant ranges that induce completely bounded homomorphisms, which we
denote Latcb 21, forms a sublattice of Latt ,221. We then associate a norm closed
algebra Í8a with 21 and prove that Lat, ,2*Ba is always lattice isomorphic to
Latcb21, under an isomorphism that restricts to an isomorphism of Lat Q5g with
Lat 21. We use this isomorphism to carry results about Lat,/22l over to results
about Latcb 21. Finally, we obtain a general representation of Latcb 21 as the set
of ranges of operators T that satisfy AT = TOiA) for all A G 21, where O is
a complete contraction with domain 21.

2. Invariant

ranges inducing completely

bounded homomorphisms

Let 21 be a unital norm closed algebra of operators acting on a Hubert space
H. A bounded linear map O: 21 —►
B(H) is called completely bounded provided ||0||cb = sup{||<!>® lj||n =1,2,...}
is finite, where ln is the identity
map on ¿?(C") and 0®ln acts on an elementary tensor A®M in 2t®B(C")

by (<D8 ln)iA ®M) = <biA)8 M.
Suppose T G 5(K,H), S G 5(M,H) and TU = SU G Lat1/22l. If T0 is
the restriction of T to (ker T)x , then <S>TiA)
= T~lAT for every A G 21 (see
[6]). We assert that <Pr is completely bounded if and only if <E>5is completely
bounded. Since L0H = TH, we have <E>rmapping 21 into Z?((kerT)'1). The
operator T^lT is the orthogonal projection of K onto (kerL)"1, and
<D7.o(^)= (r0-1r)<Dr(^)|kerr±,

thus <Pr is completely bounded whenever <J>r is, since a compression of a
completely bounded map is completely bounded. On the other hand, note that
®t = ®t ® 0 relative to the decomposition of K as (ker T) © ker T, so <t>r
is completely bounded whenever <¡>Tis. We have that <ï>r(05 ) is completely
bounded if and only if Or(<I>5) is completely bounded. To prove the assertion,
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we need only prove that Q>s is completely bounded if and only if <¡>T is;

but <I>5iA) = RT{Q>TiA)R, where R is the invertible operator R = S^XTQ in
B((]aerT) , (kerS) ). The set Lat1/22l is thus partitioned into two pieces,
those invariant ranges that induce completely bounded homomorphisms, and
those that do not. We call the set of invariant ranges that induce completely
bounded homomorphisms Latcb 21 and proceed to justify the name.

Theorem 2.1. If % is a norm closed unital subalgebra of 5(H),

then Latcb 21 is

a sublattice of Lat, ,221.
Proof. Assume S, L G 5(H) and SH, TU G Latcb2l, hence <P5, Or, and
<P5 © í>7- are completely bounded maps.
Define W: H(2) —►H by
W(u,v) = Su + Tv, thus WH{2)= SH+TH, and

QwiA)iu,v) = W~lAWiu,v)

= W~\aSu

+ ATv)

= W-\s<t>siA) + T<i>TiÄ))= W-xWi<bs®<bT)iA)iu,v).
Since W^ W is the
<&w is a compression
completely bounded,
We now show that

orthogonal projection of H
onto ker W , we see that
of the completely bounded map Q>s© 4>r. Hence Q>w is
and SH + TH G Latcb21.
SHdTHg Latcb21. Define Y: H(2) -+ H(2) by the matrix

"(Î")•

Let K = kerr, define P: H(2) -. H by Piu,v) = u, and let W = SP\K.
Notice that (w, v) G K if and only if Su = Tv , and that WK = SU n LH.
Suppose (m,v) g K. We assert that for every As%L,i&s®&T)iA)iu,v)eK.
Note that (<DS© <p7.)(^)(m,«)eK if and only if 50s(y4)w = TQ>TiA)v. Since
Su = Tv , S<t>siA)u= ^Sm = ^Lü = TQ>TiA)v, and the assertion follows.
We now look at O^ :
<&wiA)iu,v) = W~xAWiu,v)

= H/-1^«

= W-lSi®siA)u)

= W~x Wi<bsiA)u ,<t>TiA)v)= ir0"V(<D5©<I>r)(^)(M,t;).
Once again, O^, is a compression of <S>S
© í>r.
bounded and SU n LH G Latcb 21. D

Thus O^

is completely

Paulsen [14] has shown that if 21 is a C* -algebra of operators, then the range
of an operator T is in Latcb2l if and only if the range of Lgil is in Lat, ,22t<g>£,
where Â denotes the compact operators on an infinite dimensional separable
Hubert space K, and 1 is the identity map on K. In his paper, Paulsen only
concerns himself with the case when 21 is a C* -algebra of operators, but his
result is true whenever 21 is an arbitrary norm closed algebra of operators, when
the tensor product 218 R is taken to mean the norm closed algebra generated

by {A®K\AgQÎ;Kgâ}

in 5(H®K).
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Theorem 2.2. Assume 21 is a norm closed unital subalgebra of 5(H).
Then
Latcb2l ¿s lattice isomorphic to Lat, ,22l 8 J?, and the lattice isomorphism may
be chosen so that the restriction to Lat 21 is a lattice isomorphism of Lat 21 onto

Lat2l8#.

Proof. Suppose T, S G 5(H) and TH = SH. Then it is clear that

(r®l)H®K

= (S®l)H®K.

Thus if SH is any operator range in H we may define (unambiguously) SH8
1 to be the operator range in H 8 K that satisfies LH = SH if and only if

(L8l)H8K

= SH8l.

It follows that SH-►SH8 1 is a well-defined map of

the lattice of all operator ranges in H into the lattice of operator ranges in
H 8 K. It is immediately clear that the map is injective and that if preserves
range inclusion.
To prove that the lattice operations are preserved, note that CH = SH + TH
is equivalent to the range inclusion statement: SH, TH c CH and SH,

TH C BH implies CH c 5H.

This fact, together with the fact that the set

{SH81|SHan operator range in H} is a lattice (it is the set of ranges of operators
from a von Neumann algebra [4], [5], [8]), implies linear span is preserved.
Intersection is proved to be preserved in an analogous way. Therefore the map
SH—►
SH8 1 is a lattice monomorphism of the lattice of all operator ranges in
H into the lattice of all operator ranges in H 8 K.
From Paulsen's result and what we have shown already, !H —►
SH8 1 is a
lattice monomorphism of Latcb2l into Lat,,22l8£,
and it is trivial to verify
that SH is closed if and only if SH8 1 is closed. Thus we are finished as soon
as we prove that the mapping is onto Lat, ,2218 Â.
The rest of the proof uses a technique that appears in the proof of Theorem 5 of [11]. Let 33 G Lat,,2218 Â, and let f denote the scalar operators

in 5(H).

Since 21 is unital, 33 G Lat,/2^

8Ä.

By a result of Ong [12],

33 G Lat, ,2(f 8 ft)
. Since if 8 J?)
is a von Neumann algebra with
Schwartz's property P, there exists W g if 8 ft)' such that WXH8 K) = 33,
by a result of Voiculescu [18]. Our result follows because

(/®Ä)'

= {L8 1|Lg5(H)}.

a

The following corollary follows immediately from a theorem of Azoff
(see [1]), who identified a sublattice £(21) of Lat,,221 (that he calls the characteristic manifolds of 21) with the property that any unital subalgebra 21 of
5(H) with £(21) = {(0),H} must be weakly dense in 5(H). It is easily verified
that when 2t is norm closed, one has £(21) c Latcb 21, from which our corollary
follows. We provide the following proof to illustrate how facts about Lat, ,2
may be carried over to Latcb .

Corollary 2.3. Assume 21 is a weakly closed unital subalgebra of 5(H).
Latcba = {(0), H}, then 21= 5(H).
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Proof. Assume 21^ 5(H). Then (218 ft)~WOT£ 5(H 8 K), so by a theorem
of Foias [6]
Lat,/2(2l 8 ft)~W0T # {(0),H 8 K}.

By Theorem 2.2 it follows that Latcb21± {(0), H},

b

Ong proved that no invariant ranges of a norm closed algebra 21 are lost
when passing to the weak closure 21"
, provided the unit ball of 21 is weakly
dense in the ball of 2T
(see [12]). The following theorem is the analogous
statement for Latcb 21.
Corollary 2.4. Suppose 21 is a norm closed unital subalgebra of 5(H)
property that the unit ball of 21 is weakly dense in the unit ball of 2l~

with the
. Then

Latrh2l
= Latrh2Ti*'07\
CD
CD
_

FI//1T

Proof. It is clear that Latcb 21
c Latcb 21 (since the restriction of a completely bounded map on 2T
to 21 will be completely bounded), so assume
that SHG Latcb21. We have that SH8 1 G Lat,/2 218 ft by Paulsen's result [14],

and thus SH8 1 G Lat,/2(2t 8 ft)~WOT by a result of Ong [12]. Noting that
in ^. a\~wOT
(218
ft)

= ,„-WOT
(21

a,-WOT
8„ ft)

_ . _ T .
lc,-WOT
we .have ~>
SH8
1 G Lat,,2(2l

and SHG Latcb %~W0T, again by Paulsen's result [14].

_ as-WOT
®ft)

G

3. Algebras for which every invariant range induces
a completely bounded homomorphism
It is clear from the comments in the introduction that if a C* -algebra 21
yields an affirmative answer to Dixmier's operator range question, then
Lat,,221 = Latcft2i. In particular, if 2l" has Schwartz's property P, then
Lat,,221 = Latcb2l. It seems that every norm closed algebra 21 that has had
its invariant operator range lattice classified satisfies Lat,,221 = Latcb2l. We
begin with another corollary to Theorem 2.2.
Corollary 3.1. 7/21 is a norm closed unital subalgebra of 5(H),

then

Latcb218 ft = Lat1/2 SI8 ftProof. Assume that 33 G Lat,/2 218 ft. By Theorem 2.2 there exists T G 5(H)
such that TH G Latcb21 and 33 = TH 8 1 = (L 8 1)H 8 K. However,

<S>miA®K) = (T8 1)Ö1(^8A')(7'8 1) = T~XAT ® K = <&T®IÍA&K),
where 1 is the identity map on 5(K). Finally, 4>r 8 1 is completely bounded
since both <Pr and 1 are (see Theorem 10.3 of [16]). G
Corollary 3.2. There exists a von Neumann algebra SB without Schwartz's property P that satisfies Latcb SB= Lat, ,2SB.

Proof. Let 21 be a factor in 5(H) without Schwartz's property P, and let
<B= i^®ft)~WOT. Then SB is a factor in 5(H8K) without Schwartz's property
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P. (Prove that if SB is an approximately finite dimensional factor, then 21 must
be an approximately finite dimensional factor; a factor has property P. if and
only if it is approximately finite dimensional [2].) This corollary then follows
from the previous corollary. G

If 0 < T < 1 and T = /[0 xxzdEiz), then it is proved in [10] that every
operator that leaves TH~ invariant, and whose restriction to LH" is upper
triangular with respect to the decomposition 0Lr((j)'+
,(j)'])H,
leaves TH
invariant. Thus, if a norm closed algebra 21 has TH~ G Lat 21, and its restriction to TH~ is upper triangular with respect to this decomposition, then
ranL G Lat,,221. The following theorem asserts that invariant ranges of this
kind always induce completely bounded homomorphisms.

Theorem 3.3. Assume
M;. GLat2l (i = 0,l,2,

21 is a norm closed unital subalgebra of 5(H),
...), M0 c M, c M2 c •■■, and let Nf.= MjeM/_,,

(M_,=(0);
i = 0,1,2,...).
Define L = diag(l, i ,(i)2,(¿)3, ...) relative
to ©N(. iif x G H, write x = z + £«, with ni G N(. and z G (©N,.)1 ;
Tx = ¿Xf )'n¡). Then ran T G Latcb21.
To prove this theorem, we introduce the concept of an infinite dimensional
Schur product. Suppose S G 5(H), T G 5(12), and X¿j = (Te^e^, where

{e¡\i = 0,1,...}
is the standard basis of 1 . Assume £ = {M(.|i = 0,1,...}
is a pairwise orthogonal family of subspaces that span H (we call 5 total), and
(5..) is the matrix of S relative to this family. Then we call the matrix (Ai;S(-•)
the Schur product of S and T relative to J and denote it SchurJ.(5'). Schur
products of finite matrices are discussed in [16], and the proof of the lemma
below proceeds just as in the finite dimensional case.
Lemma 3.4. If $ = {M. : i G N} is a total orthogonal family of subspaces of
H, S G 5(H), and T g 5(12), then Schurr(5') is the matrix of an operator
relative to 5 and Schwy: 5(H) —►
5(H) is a completely bounded mapping with

||Schurr||cb<||71.

Proof. Let ¥: 5(H) -» 5(H8l2) be the mapping ¥(S) = S®T = (l8L)(S8l).
Then ||*F||cb < ||L||

(*P is a composition of the complete contraction

S —►

5 8 1 with the left multiplication operator on 5(H 8 1 ) defined by W —>
(1 8 T)W, which is completely bounded with cb-norm equal to \\T\\). Assume
Pj is the orthogonal projection of H onto M(., so that S1. = P,-5|M., and define

F:H-H®12

by Vx = £Xx

8 <?,• We assert that the matrix of V**¥iS)V

with respect to 5 is SchurT (5). Suppose m G M. ;

iP.V*ViS)V)im) = PjV*iS®T)im®ej) = P.V*iSm®Tej) = iP^Te^e^im).
The last equality follows from the observation that for any x G H,

iPj V*iSm 8 Te¡), x) = (Sm 8 Tej, VP¡x)
= iSm,PjX)(Tej,e,)

= (Pi(Te],e¡)Sm,x).
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Thus
||Schurr||cb = ||F*W||cb<||T||cb<||r||.
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Assume the hypothesis, so 0N(

a
G Lat 21 and the re-

striction of 21 to 0 Nj. is upper triangular. The matrix of T relative to this
decomposition is diagonal, so <t>T
has a particularly simple form;
0

/I

*7-,M -

0

\ Í Aoo
0
0

0
0

V:

J

0
0

A tl

*02

'01

1,2

\

o o ay
; V

*22

V:

When the matrices are multiplied out, we are left with

/^oo

*tM) =

0
0
0

ÏA
2/101
¿1.

0
0

Xa
2^02
ÏA

23^03

Xa
F^13

A22

0

ÏA
2^23
^33

J

V:

which is a Schur product of A (relative to 0N() with the adjoint of an analytic Toeplitz operator. It follows from Lemma 3.4 that Or is completely

bounded, a
Corollary 3.5. Assume 21 is a norm closed algebra such that (2tn2t*)" contains

a MASA SOTand SUtaSOT
c 21. Then Lat,/22l = Latcb2t.
Proof. By Davidson's generalization of the work of Foias and Ong (see [3], [6],
[12], and [13]), all invariant ranges of 21 are obtained as
SH=

^x/.|x,.GN.,^(2,||x.||)2<oo
I 1=0
i=0

where N(. = M;. © M;_,

J

(M_, = (0); i = 0,1,2,...),

and {M(.} is an

increasing sequence in Lat St. By Theorem 3.3 these are all in Latcb2l.

G

4. A REPRESENTATION OF Latcb 21

If 21 is either a C* -algebra or the algebra of analytic Toeplitz operators, then
it is possible to find a Hilbert space K and a complete contraction O: 21—►
5(K)

such that

Latcb2l = {TK\Tg B(K,H);AT = TtyA) for all A G 21}.
When 21 is a C*-algebra, then K = H and <I>is the identity map. When 2t is
the algebra of analytic Toeplitz operators, then K = H(oo) and O is the infinite
inflation map. If 21 is an arbitrary unital norm closed subalgebra of 5(H), K
is a Hilbert space, and O: 21—►
5(K) is a complete contraction, then define

£0 = {TK\T G BiK,H),AT

= TtyA) for all A G 21}.

It follows immediately that Z^ c Latcb 21. We now prove that O may always
be chosen so that equality holds.
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Lemma 4.1. Assume 21 is a norm closed unital subalgebra of 5(H), T / 0,
and TH G Latcb21. Then there exists a Hilbert space K and S G 5(K, H) such

that xanS = ran T and H^H^ = 1.
Proof. Since <Pr : 21—>5((ker T) ) is a completely bounded unital homomorphism, Theorem 8.1 of [16] gives us an invertible operator

such that the map it: 2t -> 5((kerL)x)

R g BiCkerT)2')

defined by it (A) = R~x®n(A)R is a

complete contraction (see also [15]). Letting S = TQR and K = (kerL)"1, we
have
itiA) = R-lt>ToiA)R = R-XT-lAT0R

= iTQR)~XAiTQR) = 9S(A).

It follows that HOJI.
■ = 1.
n ¿ iicb <
— 1,' and since Oc
Ä is unital,' ||OJ|
M S Heb

a

Theorem 4.2. Assume 21 is a norm closed unital subalgebra of 5(H).
Then
there exists a Hilbert space K and a complete contraction O: 21—>5(K) smcA
/¿a? Latcb 21 = £0.

Proof. For each SH G Latcb 2t, JH / (0), choose a Hilbert space Hm and
Sj, G 5(H„,H)
so that ran.!?,, = SHand H^ ||cb = 1 (as in Lemma 4.1);
henceforth we write Q>min place of Q>s . Let Ù, = Latcb2t\{(0)} and define

*=©*»

and K,E0Hr

Ren

men

It follows from a "canonical shuffle" (as discussed in [16]) that <!>is completely
bounded and ||0||cb = 1 .
Suppose SH0G Latcb 21; it is clear that (0) G 2^, so assume SH0yí (0). Define

T: K -►H by r(0x„)

= ^(jc^)

ATiQx*) = ^o(^o)

; T is clearly bounded and if A G 21,

= S^oiA)ixmo)

= rd>(^)(0^).

Thus LK G £0, and clearly LK = SH0. G
The following corollary appears in [11] when 21 is the algebra of analytic
Toeplitz operators and <¡>is the infinite inflation map. The proof is obtained

by combining Theorems 2.2 and 4.2.
Corollary 4.3. Assume 21 is a norm closed unital subalgebra of 5(H)
<P: 21—>5(K) is a complete contraction such that £0 = Latcb 21. Then

and

Lat,/2 218 ft = {SH8 1|SHG £0}.

5. Questions
The correct generalization of Dixmier's question to arbitrary unital norm
closed operator algebras is now obvious: does Lat,,221 = Latcb2l? It seems
most likely that examples where equality does not hold will be discovered.
In view of Theorem 4.2, one might ask for a simple complete contraction
with which to write £0 = Latcb 21, as we are able to do when 21 is a C*-algebra
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or the algebra of analytic Toeplitz operators. For example, if 21 is the adjoint
of the algebra of analytic Toeplitz operators, can a simple O be found such that
£0 = Latcb 21? The infinite inflation clearly does not work in this situation. The
ranges of Hankel operators are invariant under this algebra, and the transpose
map intertwines the algebra with the Hankel operators iAH = HA for all
A G 21 and for all Hankel operators). One can prove that all of the closed
invariant subspaces of 21 are obtained as ranges of Hankel operators. Since
the restriction of the transpose map to this algebra is completely isometric, the
ranges of Hankel operators are all in Latcb2t. Is Latcb2t the lattice spanned by
the ranges of Hankel operators together with the ranges in L^ ?
In [9] and [11], examples are given of algebras 21 such that Latcb 21 consists
of all operator ranges that may be written as 5M, where P G 5(H(oo) ,H) is
the partial isometry defined by 5(0*,)
= x0, and M G Lat2l(oo). Is there a

more general principle at work here?
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